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WHY SUSTAINABILITY?

If we want to feed our future population sustainably,
we need to produce more, more eﬃciently and with
less impact than today.

“Stop exploiting nature,
and start embracing her"

We believe our tech and data can help understand
the needs of species under water and enable
increased, sensible seafood production.

Good ecology is great business. Healthy environments
for responsible food production means better growth
rates, lower feed waste, and higher yields.
In Bluegrove, we want to doing the right thing:
providing more, sustainable meals to the table.
Now and in the future.

Sustainability is our core

WE TAKE IT ONE STEP FURTHER, THOUGH
Just sustaining is not enough. We need an ecology transformation.
“In Bluegrove, we have a bold ambition of improving the production of 8 billion, sustainably
produced meals in 2025. This is the reason why I, and many of our team members, wake up
every day, go to work and develop great solutions for our farmers.”

Our mission is to optimize seafood production in a
sustainable way

Our ambition is to optimize
8 billion meals by 2025

Our strategy is to use tech
and data to engage with
nature

We focus on
ecology to feed
our future world
sustainably

Empowering people

Regenerate and heal

Foundation

I realize it is not an easy
ambition. However, I truly
believe that we will make it
work. To me, it all starts with
ourselves. We need to take
good care of our people, our
partners
and
our
local
communities. In a responsible
and respectful way, so they are
motivated to contribute to our
ambition in the best way they
can.

Big efforts towards reaching 8
billion meals come from our
business. Our solutions have
always been sustainable in itself.
Just think of better use of
resources, lower feed waste, and
improved animal welfare.

To reinforce our efforts, our
Bluegrove Foundation helps to
create healthy environments for
sustainable food production for
people and communities who
don’t have the means nor
possibilities to create them
themselves. This is where food
production will become harvest
of an ecology transformation,
using food forests to get there.

However, we need to do more than
that: We need to regenerate and
heal the damage we have already
done to our planet. That is why we
use tech and data to understand
what the species need, how to
revive environments and what else
to grow at farms.

Bendik S. Søvegjarto - CEO, Bluegrove

Our world needs an ecology
transformation. We are working
hard to do our part.
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Programs

1. Responsible organization

✓ Bluegrove values
✓ Diversity & Equality
✓ Community engagement

Empowering Bluegrove staff to work responsibly
and looking after our local communities

2. Responsible business
Expanding our business, building a healthy organization
and serving farmers with solutions that enable
responsible, respectful and optimized farming

3. Social responsibility
Fighting some of our major global challenges today
by creating healthy environments for sustainable food
production, using ecology models

✓ More meals to the table
✓ Lower use of fossil fuels
✓ Health & Welfare
✓ Ecology models

✓ Bluegrove Foundation

Contributing to

1. RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION

Responsible

Engaging

Data-driven

Bluegrove values
Our program
Our Bluegrove values determine the way we work, think, organize and lead and are an integral
part of our culture.

Our strategy
-

Discuss our values at employee events and introduce the Bluegrove values to new employees
Maintain our open and transparent culture by self-supporting teams with little hierarchy
Promote all initiatives that help increase sustainable production optimization in any way

Our target
-

100% of new employees introduced to values in 2021
Values discussed in teams at least once per year

1. RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION

Diversity & Equality
Our program
We are always looking for the best people to do the job, independent of gender, age,
ethnicity or other characteristics.

Our strategy
-

Support diversity and equality in recruitment procedures
Have current management serve as role-model for responsibility and respect

Our target
-

25% women in leadership positions in 2022
No signiﬁcant difference between genders in yearly employee survey

1. RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION

Community engagement
Our program
We care for our environment. We help develop and support local communities in
which we operate.

Our strategy
-

Provide meaningful jobs and personal development opportunities to people in rural areas
With our local sponsorship budget of €5.000 per year, we help support the (speciﬁc)
goals or needs of local communities in which we have facilities

Our target
-

Co-develop strategic areas of collaboration with local communities
Positive evaluation of ﬁrst sponsorship project local sports team in Terråk in 2021

2. RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS

More meals to the table
Our program
Helping feed the planet by enabling increased and sustainable production, just by
having farmers using our feeding solutions.

Our strategy
-

Maximize ﬁsh growth by feeding based on the appetite of the ﬁsh
Better use of resources by preventing feed waste
Improve animal welfare by feeding on the ﬁsh’s natural routines

Our target
-

8 billion
meals

-

Each feeding solution delivered to farmers in 2021 should contribute to at least one of
the following: increased ﬁsh growth, reduced feed waste, improved animal welfare
Enable an extra 1 million meals from our salmon farming operations in 2021
Improving the production of 8 billion meals in 2025

2. RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS

Lower use of fossil fuels in aquaculture
Our program
Bluegrove aims to replace diesel powered generators in aquatic farming by green energy
solutions, while increasing the performance of the farm.

Our strategy
-

Develop a six module solution in collaboration with strategic partners, to reduce risks and
optimize performance in aquatic farming
Enable an energy transition from fossil fuels to clean energy as part of the farms’
production optimization
Focus on improving the ecological balance of the farm

Our target
-

First pilot farm project in 2021
Lowering the diesel usage per farm
Install equipment to get electricity from renewable sources

2. RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS

Health & Welfare
Our program
Health and welfare are becoming increasingly important in aquaculture. Bluegrove believes
tech and data can enable improved health and welfare in aquaculture.

Our strategy
-

Develop a biosecurity solution for salmon farmers
Use R&D grants to support efforts in the area of health and welfare
Facilitate and support research projects that aim to investigate the potential for monitoring
and optimizing salmon welfare

Our target
-

Continue existing partnerships with research institutes in 2021
Have a least one (group of) students working on a health and welfare
research assignment in 2021

2. RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS

Ecology models
Our program
We need to regenerate and heal the damage we have already done to our planet
and optimize production cycles for the 100 to 200 year.

Our strategy
-

Use tech and data to understand the needs of nature
Implement long-term models instead of focusing on short-term gains
Have an ecology-centered development approach

Our target
-

Implement a break-though new ecology model at a pilot farm in 2021

3. SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

The Bluegrove Foundation
Our program
The Bluegrove foundation focuses on creating healthy environments for sustainable food production, for
people and communities who don’t have the means nor the possibilities to develop those themselves.

Our strategy
-

Put aquatic and land based farming onto an ecological sustainable model
Enable ecological sustainable farming by establishing food forests

Our target
-

Deﬁne the ﬁrst projects in 2021
Use 1% of our Bluegrove proﬁt to support the Bluegrove Foundation
Set up or support initiatives that contribute to achieving our goal of 8 billion
meals in 2025

8 billion
meals

HIGH IMPACT INVESTMENT

Joins us on our mission

8 billion meals by 2025 is an ethical investment. We need to feed the
entire population before we can sleep well, any other priority is
unethical.
We are here to make an impact. A social and an ethical impact. We use
our organization, our business and our Foundation to support us in
creating healthy environments for sustainable food production.
With our feeding solutions alone, we are already contributing to ﬁve of
the UN Sustainable Development Goals. The Foundation supports
another seven.
Investing in Bluegrove means combining responsibility with proﬁtability.

